The Wisconsin H-Alpha Mapper (WHAM) has completed a velocity-resolved map of diffuse Hα emission of the entire northern sky, providing the first comprehensive picture of both the distribution and kinematics of diffuse ionized gas in the Galaxy. WHAM continues to advance our understanding of the physical conditions of the warm ionized medium through observations of other optical emission lines throughout the Galactic disk and halo. We discuss some highlights from the survey, including an optical window into the inner Galaxy and the relationship between H I and H II in the diffuse ISM.
Introduction
The warm ionized medium (WIM) is now recognized as a significant component of the interstellar medium. Several studies over the past few decades have revealed the presence of diffuse (n e ∼ 0.1 cm −3 ), warm (T e ∼ 10 4 K) ionized gas spread throughout the Galaxy. Historically, this phase of the ISM was thought to be confined primarily to classical H II regions and planetary nebulae. However, the spectral characteristics of the Galactic synchotron emission (Hoyle & Ellis 1963) , the discovery of pulsars and their dispersion measures (Guelin 1974) , and the detection of faint optical emission lines (Reynolds et al 1974) all lead to the notion that a widespread, diffuse layer of H II permeates the Galaxy. This gas is now known to occupy a significant fraction of the Galaxy (a volume filling fraction ∼ 20%) and account for most (90%) of the photoionized gas in the solar neighborhood (d ≤ 2 − 3 kpc) (Reynolds 1991; Taylor & Cordes 1993 ; Mitra, this conference). With a scale height of ∼1 kpc , and a column density perpendicular to the plane of N H + ∼ 1/3 N HI (Reynolds 1989) , this material plays a crucial role in our understanding of the physical conditions and dynamics of the ISM in general. The presence of diffuse ionized gas in external galaxies is also now firmly established (Dettmar, this conference).
Despite the fact that it is a significant component of the interstellar medium, the origin and physical conditions within the WIM remain poorly understood. Questions such as how the WIM is ionized, what is its source of heating, and how its structures are formed have yet to be fully answered. The Lyman continuum radiation from OB stars is the only known source with sufficient power to ionize the WIM (see Beckman, this conference); however, it is not understood how this radiation, originating from widely separated, discrete regions near the midplane, is able to penetrate the ubiquitous neutral hydrogen to produce this widely spread H + within the disk and halo. The energy from a variety of sources such as supernovae, hot white dwarf stars, turbulent mixing layers, and magnetic reconnection may also contribute, but they appear incapable of producing most of the ionization (Reynolds 1990 ; Slavin, this conference).
Even though the primary source of ionization is believed to be O stars, the temperature and ionization conditions within the diffuse ionized gas appear to differ significantly from conditions within classical O star H II regions. . This is consistent with the low ionization fraction of helium, at least for the helium near the midplane, implying that the spectrum of the diffuse interstellar radiation field that ionizes the hydrogen is significantly softer than that from the average Galactic O star population (Reynolds & Tufte 1995 , Heiles et al 1996 .
Photoionization models also fail to account fully for observations of line ratios among some of the other emission lines. The warm ionized medium clearly has an important bearing on our understanding of the composition and structure of the interstellar medium and the processes of ionization and heating in the Galactic disk and halo.
The WHAM Northern Sky Survey
The Wisconsin Hα Mapper has mapped the entire northern sky (δ ≥ −30 • ) in the brightest optical emission line of the WIM, Balmer Hα (Haffner et al 2003) . With its dual-etalon Fabry-Perot design, one degree diameter field of view, 12 km s −1 spectral resolution within a 200 km s −1 spectral window, and unprecedented sensitivity of 0.1 Rayleigh, WHAM has produced maps of the H II comparable to the 21 cm surveys of the H I. These maps reveal for the first time the detailed structure of the WIM, including long filaments, loops, "worms", and "point sources" superposed on a diffuse background ( , although having lower angular resolution, has provided a complete view of both the distribution and kinematics of the WIM over the entire northern sky. WHAM is now poised to play an equally significant role characterizing the physical conditions within the gas, exploring the relationship of this warm ionized phase to the other principal phases of the medium, and investigating sources of ionization and heating within the Galactic disk and halo.
3.
Exploring the Heterogeneous Nature of the WIM 
An Optical Window into the Inner Galaxy
One of the more surprising results from the WHAM-NSS is the visibility of significant amounts of Hα emission at velocities exceeding +100 km s −1 (LSR) toward the inner Galaxy (20
, implying the detection of ionized gas at large distances from the Sun. The velocity coverage of these observations have been extended out to +150 km s −1 , beyond the tangent point velocities (see Fig. 2 ). These new observations have confirmed the Survey's detection of faint emission at high velocities from this very distant gas (Madsen et al 2003, in prep) . In a 5 • by 5 • area, we detect diffuse optical emission a few degrees off the Galactic plane at velocities that place the gas near the tangent point at kinematic distances of 7-8 kpc, assuming the gas participates in Galactic rotation. Hβ observations of this same region show a monotonic increase of the Hα/Hβ ratio with increasing velocity (or distance). This suggests that 1) interstellar dust is affecting this emission, and 2) that the emission at higher velocities is traversing a longer path containing dust, confirming that the higher velocity emission originates at larger heliocentric distances and is probing the inner parts of the Galaxy. With a higher star-formation rate, larger gravitational pressure, and stronger UV flux, the temperature and ionization conditions of diffuse ionized gas in the inner Galaxy are likely to vary significantly from what is found nearby. However, studies of the WIM close to the midplane where the ionizing stars are located, were thought to be prohibitive Hα map and spectra from the WHAM-NSS toward the inner Galaxy. The large dark feature in the middle of the map is the Aquila rift, a nearby dust cloud (d ≈ 250 pc) that is obscuring the Hα emission behind it with vLSR > 25 km s −1 . The three diagrams below the map show the Hα spectra toward the indicated directions, revealing the change in the obscuration of emission from the local neighborhood (0 km s −1 ), the Sagittarius arm (+50 km s −1 ), and the Scutum arm (+80 km s −1 ). The black box is the low extinction window with emission out to the tangent point velocity. The plot on the right shows an Hα, Hβ, H I, and CO spectrum toward this window out to the tangent point velocity, denoted by a vertical dashed line. The inferred attenuation (τ Hβ ) as a function of velocity (distance), derived from Hα/Hβ, is shown at the bottom.
due to optical extinction. This optical window provides a unique opportunity to explore, for the first time, the properties of diffuse ionized gas in the central regions of the Galaxy using the same optical emission line diagnostic techniques to examine the WIM in the solar neighborhood.
The Relationship between H I and H II
The relationship between neutral atomic hydrogen and warm ionized hydrogen, the two principal states of interstellar gas above the Galactic plane (b > 5 • ), is not well known, and there are a number of possibilities. The H II may be confined to the outer envelopes of H I clouds embedded in a low-density, hot ionized medium (McKee & Ostriker 1977) . The H II may be the fully ionized component of a widespread warm neutral medium (Miller & Cox 1993) . The H II may be well mixed with H I in partially ionized clouds (Spitzer & Fitz- Hα and H I maps with multi-wavelength spectra. The upper Hα maps are from the WHAM-NSS with the lower H I maps from the LDS, and they span two different velocity intervals sampling the local ISM and the Perseus spiral arm. Note the lack of correspondence between Hα and H I features from nearby gas on the maps on the left, whereas a correspondence between some filaments and clouds begin to emerge from the distant gas in the maps on the right. The spectra on the far right are of different emission lines toward the direction indicated by the plus sign. Four distinct velocity components in the ionized gas are identified, with significant variations in the line ratios from one component to another. patrick 1993). Several detailed studies of relatively high-density regions of the ISM near the Galactic midplane (e.g. individual H II regions and supernova remnants) have established relationships between these phases on a small scale. However, the relationship, if any, between H II and H I in the large-scale diffuse ISM has yet to be established observationally. With an Hα spectral map of the whole northern sky now complete, as well as comparable all-sky H I surveys such as the Leiden-Dwingeloo Survey (LDS, Hartmann & Burton 1997) and the H I Parkes All Sky Survey (Barnes et al 2001) , it is now possible to address this question to determine how H II and H I are related as a whole in the diffuse ISM.
Preliminary studies of this relationship highlight the complexities of such an effort. When integrated over all velocities, the total intensity maps of Hα from the WHAM-NSS, and H I from the LDS, bear little or no morphological resemblance to one another (see Fig. 3 ). However, the total intensity maps are dominated by emission from cold H I (narrow line-width) clouds at velocities near the local standard of rest. These cold clouds may be residing inside warm H I envelopes, and hence have little associated ionized hydrogen. By moving out to intermediate velocities, isolating emission from warm gas above spiral arms, a morphological correspondence begins to emerge, suggesting that at least some of the H II is somehow related to the H I clouds away from the Galactic plane. Examining the Hα and H I spectra and the morphology toward a large region of the Perseus arm (Fig. 3) shows that there is 1) a good spatial correlation between individual H II and H I filaments and 2) a good correlation of H II with warm H I emission components. There is little or no correlation between the Hα emission and the cold H I emission components, as expected. In addition, there is little or no correlation between the strength of the H II and warm H I emission, as expected since the hydrogen in the WIM is likely photoionized.
These observations do not establish if the H II and warm H I are well mixed, or separated by an H I-H II cloud boundary. An ideal program would be to identify a population of well-defined, intermediate-velocity, isolated warm H I clouds and look for limb-brightened associated Hα emission on the edge of the H I clouds. However, the relatively low densities (n ≈ 0. Madsen: They are both very similar, however Baade's window is a much smaller region of the Galaxy (≈ 1 • ). Both are likely to be chance superpositions of the voids between the clumpy dust structures in the Galactic plane. Our larger window is also known as the 'Scutum Supercloud', so named for the anomalously high areal density of stars there. Both of these windows are used to infer properties of the stellar populations of the Galactic bar. Constraining the attenuation as a function of distance, as we have done, will no doubt be important part of those studies. 
Madsen:
The attenuation near l = 25 • appears to be isolated only to a 5 • ×5 • area, as shown in Figure 2 . We do not see similar Hα emission components from the distant Scutum arm other than in this region.
